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UK Chapter News
Consolidating and expanding the presence of
the PMI UK Chapter in the virtual no-boundaries space
Project managers are no strangers to turning problems into opportunities. So, with sleeves rolled up and in their
inimitable can-do style, PMI UK Chapter Digital Events Team set about navigating the space left by the COVID-19
crisis.
Our approach has been three-fold:

1

Increase in capacity of Digital Events: From one per month to two per week!

This was not simply a matter of arithmetic. It required us to quickly establish a volunteer organisation able to
produce webinars at the rate of two per week. Moreover, a detailed planning, and an agile mindset, was needed
to keep the quality of presentations high and attract members, and non-members alike, to attend, participate and
share knowledge and experience.
Early in lock-down we realised that numbers were likely to increase from our pre-Covid average of 50 or so, to
way above our 100-attendee ceiling. So, we expanded GoToWebinar to cope as our numbers climbed to just
below the 200 mark! As we exit lock-down and begin to settled down to a ‘new normal’ of virtual meetings and
events, we reckon our GoToWebinar Pro license (up to 500 participants) will more than suffice for the next 12
months.

2 Evolution of the traditional webinar to a more engaging format
We have mainstreamed interactive presentation software that enables speakers to ask the audience questions
such as:
•
•
•
•

Where in the world are you joining us from today?
What industry or sector do you typically work in?
What do you want from this presentation?
What will you do differently as a result of attending this webinar?

What we have learnt?
• We’ve had to adapt / adopt (more quickly)
• Digitals events can (and should) be fun
• We are engaging a whole new group of ‘fans’
• We are learning more about our members (and non-members)
than ever before
• Our focus on professional development has increased

Audience members get to express their views and opinions, and share their collective wisdom. The approach
engages the entire audience breaking the ‘spiral of silence’ where the loudest voices dominate, some participants
feel excluded and a false sense of consensus may occur.
We have found that presenters love receiving ‘in the moment’ feedback in a way that is visually appealing
and insightful. The results are available to all participants immediately after the webinar, and can be used for
subsequent analysis, publication, and personal reflection.

Other meeting design tools are available
How do you recreate a compelling online incarnation of the connection and professional networking that
delegates experience at a conference or physical event - for example, the PMI Synergy buzz?
Recognising that ‘necessity is the mother of invention’ we are also investigating some new tools that might help in
this important area. Perhaps you have you heard of Gatherly or YoTribe? We hadn’t until recently.
Imagine an in-person conference or social gathering where you meet people who you happen to know? You say
‘hi’ and quickly join a lively conversation. Or, perhaps you don’t recognize anyone, so you have to bravely approach
an individual or a small group and introduce yourself. Before long you are sharing knowledge and experience and
learning something new.
Maybe you spot someone’s name or a company on their badge. They look interesting. By the end of the
conference you have connected, and enjoyed multiple conversations, with different individuals and groups. And
now you have met ‘face-to-face’ you can more easily keep the conversation going, share ideas and help each
other out.
So, can we emulate that this online? Maybe, maybe not. Now is the time to experiment and innovate.

3 Constructive and operative collaboration with other PMI chapters
Our early lockdown challenges and experience resonated with colleagues in the PMI Italian Chapters. So, we
reached out to them and quickly established a mutual interest in co-creating English-speaking virtual events for
the benefit of our members.
• Northern Italy Chapter (PMI NIC) courtesy of its President, Giusi Meloni
• Central Italy Chapter (PMI CIC) courtesy of its President, Anna Maria Felici
• Southern Italy Chapter (PMI SIC) courtesy of its President, Paola Mosca
These early exchanges culminated in a joint event with PMI SIC titled ‘Shaping the dynamics of a new virtual team’
on 23 June. Two great speakers, one from each chapter - were engaged.
• Tony Llewellyn, Director at Resolex, a firm specializing in team development, and a visiting lecturer at the
University of Westminster, as well as guest lecturer at a number of other UK universities
• Paolo Fidelbo, Construction Manager and Safety Manager with ten years of experience gained working in the
transport infrastructure sector for public agencies
This webinar considered various aspects of team behaviour and how they are likely to be impacted when
connection and communication are restricted to electronic media.
Tony asked the audience ‘At the start of a project team how much time would you budget on team building?’
Answers varied between less than two hours and more than a day per month. When asked ‘What cultural
elements do you feel are important for a project to be successful?’ the audience gave a variety of answers with
the top ones, being ‘trust and collaboration.’

What cultural elements do you feel are important for a project to be successful?

Paolo, who described as a ‘knitter,’ as someone who joins others closely and firmly together, unpacked the science
behind team formation, and how behaviours are shaped in the early stages of a new team existence. He invited
members of the audience to identify their virtual team’s approach to team building activities, along with the type
of support required to become more effective.
Together the speakers provided practical steps that a project manager might take to shape the dynamics of the
new team to become more cohesive and productive in the context of the post-Covid era. The write-up for the
event can be found in our Digital Events Library

Other Opportunities
In the last week, we brokered a connection between the PMI
Portugal Chapter courtesy of Ivan Moreira, of PMI Portugal
Toastmasters and Tim Podesta, a UK qualified Professional
Toastmaster and Associate of the National Association of
Toastmasters.
Tim is an expert in project management; with particular
interest in business/investment analysis, front end planning,
benchmarking and assurance, and the obvious choice to
deliver a presentation, He will be speaking on the topic
of ‘Benchmarking for improved project performance’ A
recording is available in the Digital Events Library.

LIM and beyond
On 1 July 2020, Chris Field, President of PMI UK delivered a presentation about Digital Events to the Virtual
Leadership Institute Meeting (LIM, 2020) to a session about ‘New Ways of Working’ Also, participating were
presidents from several other chapters including Lynn Keeys from South Africa Chapter.
Discussions are already under way, which are expected to lead to further joint initiatives that will undoubtedly
involve other chapters such as Mumbai, India (courtesy of Priya Patra one of our recent webinar speakers) and
the Czech Republic, and Netherlands as we leverage existing relationships.
Authors

Franco Guarella,
Board Sponsor,
Digital Events Initiative

Merv Wyeth,
Team lead and Project
Manager, Digital Events
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Insight from our contributors
Boosting Organisational Value Through Smarter Portfolio
Management
Modern Portfolio Management
The development and implementation of strategies has long been an area that has troubled executives and senior
managers in their quest for efficient and effective business activity that aligns to their strategic intents. Portfolio
management can be applied in a new investment manner (capex) as well as in a ‘business-as-usual’ manner (opex).
When portfolio management is coupled together with a value management framework a real mechanism results
that positions portfolio at the right level to assist those involved in strategic business planning and oversees the
downstream implementation.
In this way portfolios typically exhibit common features, such as:
• They are aligned with the organization’s strategic
intent (think vision and purpose) and linked to its
identified strategic goals and business objectives,
• They represent investments via funding allocations
made or intended by the organization,
• They typically have one or more distinguishing
features that prompts the organization to group
them for more efficient management and control
purposes,
• The features are quantifiable; that is they can be
ranked, prioritized and measured,
• They should include relevant ‘business as usual’ (BAU)
related work.
Each portfolio must be overseen by a common and effective P3M governance structure that is empowered to
authorize, guide, and change portfolio content and intention.
The above when derived via a value management framework allows the notion of strategic alignment and impact
to be demonstrated and (actually) achieved. The impact and value of portfolio management becomes obvious as
the organization moves towards a practice of ‘the way we do business.’ This in turn becomes a culture norm that
creates a positive energy throughout the entire organization.

Portfolio Management Enhancers
The following enhancers are recommended additions to the use of modern portfolio management. These will
greatly assist in avoiding the portfolio management framework becoming process heavy and bureaucratic.
Organisational Philosophy
Consideration should be given to your business philosophy as this will hugely affect your culture of doing things. In
a VUCA-influenced world, simplifying your organisational philosophy will allow you to be leaner and more adaptive
thus better positioned to adapt as needs arise. The ‘3P’s to Success’ philosophy puts emphasis on Purpose,
People, and Performance to focus, align and position the organisation for greater success.
Value Management
Value management provides a more holistic view towards the creation and sustainability of business value
throughout an organization over a longer time period. It is an ideal mechanism to use for strategic implementation
management.
Value management provides a guiding framework that can be used to form, select, debate, and decide the
content of each portfolio from a value perspective. There are five elements that make up a value management
framework.
In summary, these elements are:
• Value Strategy - overarching policy that advocates for adoption of value management.
• Value Planning - determining and blending opex and capex investment.
• Value Engineering - optimizing selected and approved options to deliver the best possible value.
• Value Delivery - implementation excellence via programs of work and project management, to create fit-forpurpose outputs that lead towards outcomes.
• Value Capturing - capturing, validating and confirming value based on outcomes associated with each
investment.
Value Management Framework

Enterprise Portfolio Management Office
An enterprise portfolio management office (EPMO) is a management structure that is established to support the
creation and execution of one or more portfolios. It is suggested that a single EPMO is established and positioned
at the highest level possible, for example within the office of the CEO.
It should work very closely with key business units, such as finance and those responsible for strategic planning. A
framework needs to be developed that supports the translation and mapping of strategic desires into portfolios,
the high-level control and reporting of portfolios, and the translation and transfer of portfolio content to lower
levels for implementation purposes. Key to success is to identify the key functions of the EPMO and its structure,
and integrate those with other key business units whilst keeping the framework as light as possible.
Bottom Line on Portfolio Management
The ongoing VUCA influenced world will likely create more
vulnerability to your organisation through globalization, geo-political,
environmental, or technology aspects. Be ready, be agile and lean,
simplify, and use value-driven portfolio management to get ahead.
About the Author
Iain has over 30 years of global business, portfolio, program of
work, project, and EPMO leadership experience from a variety
of sectors such as oil & gas, telecommunications, power, banking,
defence, government and technology.
He is globally known for his expertise and in-sights on leveraging
benefit from project-based management for business advantage.
A former CEO, he is now an independent consultant, speaker
and trainer. He is considered a thought-leader by his peers, has
featured on live radio, video and podcasts and is often quoted in
the print media including The Times and The Telegraph of the UK.
He is a published author and his business-based books sell around
the world.

Check out Iain’s webinar in PMI UK Digital Library
Creating and capturing value – more than just cost reduction
https://bit.ly/PMIUKIainFraser
Iain Fraser, February 2020

Insight from our contributors
NEC family of contracts pitches clearer,
more flexible project management
Contract Management

Richard Patterson

“Clarity, flexibility, direct link to project management – that’s what
sets NEC contracts above ‘traditional’ standard forms.”
Editor’s note: This is the second of a two-part series by Richard Patterson, Procurement and
NEC Specialist and Mott MacDonald, UK. After publishing his most recent article titled
NEC contracts, are they right for you? in IACCM’s Contracting Excellence Journal on February
6, 2018 he followed it up with an excellent webinar Feb 18, 2018 titled NEC Contracts - a flexible
toolkit for procurement. In this article Richard nails down major points you don’t want to miss
especially if you are involved with NEC or anticipate involvement soon…

Before you invest in any project or service, consider the NEC “family” of contracts (designated ‘NEC’1) once known
as New Engineering Contracts. First launched in 1991, NEC contracts between an Client and a Contractor are
designed for any project or service located anywhere for any industry. The fourth edition, NEC4 was published in
2017.
Today, NEC is a widely-used, diverse range of pmi project management contracts designed to deliver projects
on time and within the budget. Known for their flexibility, NEC works well to purchase works, services and goods
across all sectors – including civil, building, nuclear, oil and gas – as well as across all stages of a project from
planning, design and project management to construction, maintenance and facilities management. NEC can
be used for procurement of services, works and supply in the specific ways set out in the Project Management
Institute’s (PMI’s) ‘Project Management Body of Knowledge’ (PMBOK®)2.

Early warning plus collaboration make NEC unique…
The NEC contracts are designed to enhance collaboration. All NEC contracts start with a clause like “…The Client,
the Contractor, the Project Manager and the Supervisor shall act as stated in this contract and in a spirit of
mutual trust and co-operation.”
Although this sets the scene, the NEC’s unique concept of early warning plus its attention to program and change
control and the clarity of roles and procedures makes the NEC contract so different from ‘traditional’ contracts.
All these processes foster collaboration.

…and clarity plus flexibility make risk allocation easier
NEC contracts are specifically designed to be clear, flexible and, critically, to support good project management
and collaboration. Very flexible for risk allocation and risk management,3 they are designed for use internationally.4
NEC are most successfully used in the UK, South Africa and Hong Kong, particularly in the construction sector and
are gaining popularity in New Zealand and elsewhere, although so far, to the author’s knowledge, they have yet to
be used, other than for the odd contract, in the USA or Canada. In North America, although there are published
standard forms5, it seems that using a standard form of contract is often alien to clients – and many pay their
lawyers to draft bespoke contracts for them. This causes huge additional costs to the supply chain and cannot
be good for the efficiency of construction spending. The construction contract allows any level of design to be
passed to the Contractor.

Additional NEC advantages
NEC contracts, designed to support project management, also offer these advantages:
• The contracts are very strong on the use of a program (more often known as the ‘schedule’ in North America).
An NEC contract sets out in detail the required contents of the program, clear processes and timescales for its
submission, updating and acceptance by the Client’s project manager. Critically, they set out how the program is
to be used directly to establish any entitlement to an extension of time for the supplier.6
• NEC contracts have a simple and clear process requiring both parties to notify each other of risks that either
party become aware of after award. And there are appropriate consequences for the Contractor if they do
not ‘early warn’ as required by the contract.
• NEC contracts are very focused on change management.
• NEC contracts provide clear compensation. Any event for which the supplier may be entitled to more time and/
or money is identified as a ‘compensation event’. (This replaces terms like ‘claim’ in traditional contracts.) The
compensation events are listed very clearly, almost all in one clause of the contract.
• Rules are clear for assessing and ultimately agreeing the forecast effect on time and cost of these
compensation events.
• Timescales are clear for quotations, acceptance and sanctions on each side for noncompliance with those
timescales. The emphasis is very much on ‘resolving the issue now’ rather than ‘later’.
• A tightly drafted provision is provided to prevent the ‘traditional’ delay and disruption claims common in the
construction industry. In other words, the NEC contracts are tools for project management – and support
directly all the processes set out for project management in the PMBOK.

Many options you might not know about
The target contract options (Options C and D) give a real commercial incentive for the Client to collaborate. Key
Performance Indicators (Option X20), can be used to directly incentivize other positive behaviors and results.
More radically there is an option X12 (multi-party) partnering, which allows the Client to set up a ‘core group’
between contractors with separate contracts with the client and allows the same project wide incentives to be
included in the separate contracts and indeed in key subcontracts.
X22 is an option to provide for ‘early contractor involvement’ where the supplier joins the team earlier than
normal and works with the Client to develop the scope, timescales, price and risk allocation for the deleivery
stage of the contract.
Due to be launched in June 2018, after a year of consultation, is the NEC Alliance Contract, a true multiparty
contract that incentivizes collaboration between all the entities signed up to it.
An NEC Engineering and Construction Contract (ECC) consists of:
• The core clauses dealing with all the processes that are common, irrespective of the payment option.
• One of six total payment options:
A.
fixed price with activity schedule
B.
fixed price with bill of quantities
C.
target contract with activity schedule
D.
target contract with bill of quantities
E.
reimbursable
F.
management contract
• A choice of one of three ‘dispute resolution options’:
W1 for adjudication
W2 for adjudication, modified to match UK law and
W3 for a dispute avoidance board
• A selection of secondary options:
X1 Price adjustment for inflation
X2 Changes in the law
X3 Multiple currencies
X4 Ultimate holding company guarantee
X5 Sectional Completion
X6 Bonus for early Completion
X7 Delay damages
X8 Undertakings to the Client or Others
X9 Transfer of rights
X10 Information modelling
X11 Termination by the Client
X12 Multiparty collaboration
X13 Performance bond
X14 Advanced payment to the Contractor
X15 The Contractor’s design X16 Retention
X17 Low performance damages
X18 Limitation of liability
X20 Key Performance Indicators
X21 Whole life cost
X22 Early contractor involvement
• Some very minor jurisdiction-specific options (three for UK and one for New Zealand)
• 	Any additional conditions of contract specifically developed for the contract (Z clauses).
This is illustrated in figure 1.
In Section 12.1.1.9 Organizational process assets, The PMBOK describes different types of contract. In many
countries, including the USA and Canada, these types are routinely developed as bespoke contracts, often by the
client’s lawyers. The result is that each contract is very different, adding hugely to the cost of procurement and
delivery of infrastructure.

Can we deliver billions of assets worldwide?
Wouldn’t it be helpful if we could develop those types of contracts using the building blocks of a standard form
of contract -- perhaps one published by a renowned institution7 -- and use them successfully to deliver billions of
pounds (£) worth of assets around the world?
It can be done and here’s how:
Firm Fixed Price Contracts (FFP)
Under ECC this is simply option A, a priced contract with activity schedule. The bidder bids an activity schedule.
The amount due each month is based on the prices of the activities that have been completed. Simple.
Fixed Price Incentive Fee Contracts (FPIF)
PMBOK’s description of FPIF contracts suggests “…some flexibility in that it allows for deviation from performance,
with financial incentives tied to achieving agreed upon metrics. Typically, such incentives are related to cost,
schedule or technical performance of the seller [...] Under FPIF contracts, a price ceiling is set, and all costs above
the price ceiling are the responsibility of the seller, who is obligated to complete the work….”
This does not sound like a fixed price contract: certainly not in terms of ECC. ECC option C is a target cost
contract. The bidder signs up to delivering for a target price. If the Contractor delivers for less than the target
he shares in the ‘gain’ with the Client. If he exceeds the target, he shares in the ‘pain’ with the Client. The pain and
gain mechanism is defined by the Client in the contract as a series of defined ‘share percentages’ to apply to
savings or overspend in defined ‘share ranges’ above and below the final target. This is infinitely flexible.
The FPIF contract described in PMBOK would be described by some as a ‘guaranteed maximum price’ (GMP)
contract. In essence this is a special case of the target contract where the Contractor takes all the pain of
overspend over the target (as adjusted for Client changes and Client risks throughout the contract).
Separately from the cost sharing mechanism, the Client
could choose any combination of the following secondary
options related to schedule or technical performance:
X6

bonus for early completion

X7

delay damages

X17

performance deductions8

X20 	key performance indicators (which allows the
Client to define extra payments for achieving
stated targets for any parameter).
It should be noted that any of these ECC secondary options – and others – can be added in to any ECC contract
– and so to any of the PMBOK ‘contract types’.
Fixed Price with Economic Price Adjustment (FP-EPA)
allows for inflation adjustment of the price and so protects the supplier from inflation. In the ECC this can be
achieved with any of the ECC options by the inclusion of one simple secondary option, X1, ‘price adjustment for
inflation’. So, in ECC this is not a separate type of contract, just a feature that can be added to any ECC contract
including those described above to effect either FFP of FPIF contracts.
Cost reimbursable contracts
Cost plus fixed fee contracts (CPFF)
PMBOK describes the contactor under a CPFF contract receiving his allowable costs plus a fixed fee to cover
the Contractor’s non-allowable costs (including all ‘overheads’) and profit. ‘Fee amounts do not change unless the
project scope changes’.
This is not a standard option in the ECC. Under the target (options C and D) and reimbursable (option E) contracts,
the Contractor receives a fee which is a tendered percentage of his allowable costs. However, the fixed fee
option could be affected by a very small change as an additional condition of contract – a simple redefinition
of ‘the Fee’. Incidentally, it would seem fair for the fee amount to increase with all Client risk events and not just
project scope changes.
Cost Plus Incentive Fee Contract (CPIF)
In ECC language this is a target contract. Option C. Simple. (The ECC option C is described above under ‘Fixed
Price Incentive Fee Contracts (FPIF)’).
Cost Plus Award Fee Contracts (CPAF)
PMBOK has: “The seller is reimbursed all legitimate costs, but the majority of the fee is earned only based on the
satisfaction of certain broad subjective (sic.) performance criteria defined and incorporated into the contract.
The determination of fee is based solely on the subjective (sic.) determination of seller performance by the buyer
and is generally not subject to appeals. Under ECC this would be a modification of the option E (reimbursable)
contract with the fee redefined to not be a simple percentage of the allowable costs but to be a defined function
of ‘performance.”
Given that money is involved, it is suggested that the function be based on objective rather than subjective
measures! This would be put into effect by a simple change to the definition of Fee, leaving all the other processes
in the contract as standard.
Time and Materials Contracts (TMF)
The PMBOK description of TMF contracts suggests they may include tendered rates – rather than real cost - for
certain resources. In the ECC target and reimbursable contracts, the allowable cost is defined in detail in what
ECC calls, for obvious reasons, ‘Defined Cost’. That Defined Cost includes:
• people on site reimbursed at the actual cost to the Contractor to employ them
• designers off site are paid at tendered rates.
If a Client has good reason to change this there is a clear structure in the model and changes will be
straightforward to make.

What’s in it for you?
PMBOK describes a range of types of contract. All of these can be put into effect by using the options within the
modular NEC ECC. The same principles are applied in the NEC’s Professional Services Contract (PSC) and Term
Services Contract (TSC) which share the structure, principles, language and many of the clauses in the ECC.
All of the options are based on a set of core clauses that contain straightforward processes for program, early
warning, payment and, perhaps most importantly, change control. All this means the documents are project
management tools as much as they are contracts.
The contract promotes collaboration but that also needs attention to the culture and behaviors within the team.
The contract will not change behaviors on its own, but a client looking to enhance collaboration would be well
served by a contract that is designed to do so.
So, as we said at the beginning: Anyone responsible for procurement of any project or service should take a good
look at the NEC before procuring their next job in their ‘normal way’.

END NOTES
1. NEC was formerly the ‘New Engineering Contract’. Now NEC is the brand for a family of contracts.
See www.neccontract.com
2. PMI AND PMBOK® websites
PMI – Project Management Institute
PMBOK® - Project Management Book of Knowledge
3. Using NEC contracts to manage risk and avoid disputes, Richard Patterson, Mott MacDonald,
Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers, Management, Procurement and Law, 2009, No 4.
4. Use of NEC in legal jurisdictions other than English law, Richard Patterson, Mott MacDonald, NEC
Newsletter, No,47, July 2009
5. For example, by the American Institute of Architects http://www.aia.org/contractdocs/about
6. Producing a program under the NEC form of contract, Proceedings of the Institution of Civil
Engineers, Management, Procurement and Law, Glenn Hide, May 2010;
Managing a program under the NEC(ECC) form of contract’, Proceedings of the Institution of Civil
Engineers, Management, Procurement and Law, August 2010.
7. T
 he NEC is published by the UK’s Institution of Civil Engineers – because it was the ICE that
sponsored its development in the late 1980’s. However, it is not specific to civil engineering or,
indeed, engineering. The contracts can be used in any industry or sector.
8. Using NEC to incentivize lowest whole-life cost Richard Patterson and Barry Trebes, Mott
MacDonald, NEC Newsletter No 75, November 2015
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In July we are planning the following events.
29 JULY		PMI UK Webinar: Cultural Pitfalls in International Project Management.
https://www.pmi.org.uk/events/webinars/pmi-uk-webinar-cultural-pitfallsin-international-project-management-29th-july-2020
31 JULY		Joint event of PMI Chapter Exchange Program Webinar: From Agile
Frameworks to Whatever Works. https://www.pmi.org.uk/events/webinars/
joint-webinar-from-agile-frameworks-to-whatever-works-31st-july-2020
11 AUGUST	Benefits Realisation Management; maps, profiles and evaluation.
Hugo Minney
https://www.pmi.org.uk/events/webinars/pmi-uk-webinar-benefitsrealisation-management-maps-profiles-and-evaluation-11th-august-2020
9 SEPTEMBER	Prepare to perform, to stand and deliver: the benefits of being a
toastmaster.
Nigel Smith
https://www.pmi.org.uk/events/webinars/pmi-uk-webinar-prepare-toperform-to-stand-deliver-the-benefits-of-being-a-toastmaster-9thseptember-2020
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